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Abstract
This is a progress report on the analysis o f our extensive CCD UBV photom etry campaign 
o f the open cluster NGC 3293 th a t contains eleven known ß  Cephei stars. A ll o f them are 
m ultiperiodic w ith  up to  seven independent mode periods detected so far. Another group o f 
variables is located near the low-lum inosity end o f the ß  Cephei instab ility  strip; it probably 
consists o f rapidly ro ta ting  SPB stars. More than a dozen ö Scuti stars have been confidently 
identified in the field so far. A ll are new discoveries; about half o f them belong to  the cluster. 
To date, we have also discovered five eclipsing variables in and around NGC 3293.
Individual Objects: NGC 3293
Some examples
Figure 1 presents more detailed inform ation on some o f the confirmed variables. The firs t 
eleven panels contain the amplitude spectra o f the known ß  Cephei stars (GCVS designations) 
from  our B -filte r measurements at Siding Spring Observatory, CTIO  and part o f the SAAO 
observations. No new ß  Cephei stars were discovered in the cluster so far. V400 Car was only 
contained on the CCD frames from  Siding Spring, and the SAAO data on V404 Car were not 
useful. A  large variety o f pulsational behaviour among the ß  Cephei stars becomes apparent.
The same comment applies to  our SPB candidates (NSV numbers); fu rther analysis is 
needed to  obtain a reliable classification and to  understand the ir behaviour. Finally, a phased 
light curve o f an A lgol-type eclipsing binary (NGC 3293 BVC 85, internally named StarC139) 
is shown. It is hoped th a t the eclipsing cluster members can be used to  obtain additional 
constraints on the cluster distance.
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Figure 1: Prelim inary am plitude spectra o f the eleven known ß  Cephei stars in NGC 3293 and o f five of 
the presumed SPB stars. The panel to  the lower right contains the phased ligh t curve o f the brightest o f 
the eclipsing variables newly discovered to  date.
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